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Three-dimensional (3D) audio is commonplace in augmented or virtual reality environ-
ments, and is used to simulate the direction of arrival for sounds presented over headphones.
The Head-Related Transfer Function (HRTF) enables 3D audio by characterizing how sound
is received from a sound source in every direction. Optimal sound localization performance
with HRTF-based 3D audio is thought to require personalized HRTFs because the localization
cues are dependent on the size and shape of the head and pinnae. In this work, we propose a
pipeline to generate HRTFs from high-resolution smartphone videos of the head and ears, and
we validate the localization performance of the resulting HRTFs through human-subject be-
havioral experiments. To create a personalized 3D HRTF, a video was taken of a subject’s head
and torso, left ear and right ear using a smartphone camera. Simulations of the acoustic pres-
sure waves at the ear canals were performed in COMSOL using the boundary element method,
taking approximately 1 hour per ear to complete. Preliminary virtual sound localization results
were obtained on nine subjects under 3 listening conditions: open ear, a gold-standard generic
HRTF, and the personalized HRTF derived from a smartphone video. Results show that our
pipeline-derived HRTFs result in increased localization accuracy in comparison to the generic
HRTF for some subjects. In general, subjects perform across a wide range of accuracy with
the generic HRTF, whereas the personalized HRTF has significantly less variability across sub-
jects. This trend is also seen with the percentage of very large errors (VLEs), i.e., errors above
45 degrees. Reduction in VLEs is critical in applications such as hearing-protection devices
where such mistakes are currently common but can be particularly detrimental. These results
indicate that further improvements to the pipeline have the potential to increase performance
accuracy for all subjects.

0 Introduction 1

1

The human brain interprets the sounds in our every-
1

day environment and gives us insight about the location
1

in space where sounds have originated, as well as about
1

the characteristics of the space we occupy [1, 2]. In sit-
2

uations where it is desirable to provide the same spatial
2

information to the auditory brain in a virtual manner, the
2

precise spectral and temporal characteristics of the sound
2

reaching the ear must be simulated [3]. Receiving accurate
2

virtual information about the sound in an environment can
2

dramatically impact the efficacy of next-generation hearing
2

aids [4], hearing protection [5], or the realism of experi-
2

ences delivered in virtual or augmented reality (VR/AR),
2

the applications for which are ever expanding [6, 7].
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To simulate the direction of arrival for sounds presented

over headphones (i.e., 3D audio) a head-related transfer

function (HRTF) is necessary to recreate amplitude, phase

and frequency of an acoustic wave received in each ear

for a sound source emanating from any direction [3]. Opti-

mal localization performance with HRTF-based 3D audio

is thought to require personalized HRTFs because the lo-

calization cues have a complex dependence on the geome-

try of the head and pinnae [8]. HRTFs typically have been

collected using a measurement process in an acoustically

anechoic space, with in-ear microphones and loudspeak-

ers arranged around the test subject [3, 9]. Even with rapid

methods of data collection and processing for HRTFs cov-

ering a large number of directions, the measurement pro-
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cess is not amenable to widespread use because of the size, 86

complexity, and cost of the acquisition systems. 87

An alternative method for generating HRTFs, which has 88

been widely studied, involves creating a 3D digital model 89

of a subject’s head (and possibly shoulders), using a nu- 90

merical simulation technique to compute the acoustic field 91

on the surface of the model, and extracting the simulated 92

acoustic pressure from locations at or near the eardrums 93

of the model from which HRTFs can be derived. Vari- 94

ous techniques have been described for capturing the nec- 95

essary geometry for the 3D model, including laser scan- 96

ning [10, 11, 12], digital photography [13, 14, 8], and even 97

magnetic resonance imaging [15]. The numerical simula- 98

tions typically are done with the boundary element method 99

(BEM) [11, 16, 10, 17] because the problem is well suited100

to a surface- rather than volume-based approach. However,101

versions of the Finite Element Method [18] and Adaptive102

Rectangular Decomposition [8] also have been considered.103

An alternative approach to HRTF personalization in-104

volves the use of anthropometric measurements to guide105

the process of finding the best non-individualized HRTFs106

for a listener [19, 20]. This method ultimately may yield107

useful results, although it is dependent on a sufficiently108

large set of measured HRTFs which may make it imprac-109

tical, and perceptual errors related to this approach are not110

well studied. In regard to behavioral performance in 3D au-111

dio tasks, measured personalized HRTFs have been studied112

by a number of groups [21, 9, 22], some of which show ex-

cellent localization performance under certain conditions.

However, modeled HRTFs more often are validated either

qualitatively or through numerical comparisons to mea-113

sured HRTFs (using the same subject for both) rather than114

through behavioral tests [23, 16, 8]. A rare exception is de-115

scribed by [12], where localization performance was eval-116

uated based on modeled HRTFs using both human subjects117

and a computational localization model. Their results from118

3 subjects suggest that measured and modeled HRTFs pro-119

vide similar localization ability as long as the latter are120

computed using 3D models with sufficient resolution. 121

In this paper, we propose a more accessible approach122

for generating personalized HRTFs that leverages high-123

resolution video of an individual and transforms the video124

into a digital 3D model to represent the individual’s125

head, upper torso, and pinnae. We also validate local-126

ization performance of these customized HRTFs through127

human-subject behavioral experiments, which are some-128

times done for acoustically-measured HRTFs [24] and129

rarely for model-based methods. If model-based HRTFs130

can be shown to be as effective as acoustically-measured131

HRTFs, their widespread use in applications such as132

hearing-protection devices will be possible due to the sig-133

nificant reduction in size, cost, and complexity of the134

equipment required to acquire them. 135

136

1 Methods 137

138

Our pipeline to produce and evaluate personalized139

HRTFs is shown in Fig. 1. At a high level, the process is140

three-fold: creating and preparing a mesh from a smart-141
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phone video, generating an HRTF from that mesh, and

evaluating the HRTF with behavioral listening tests.

The first step is to capture short-duration, high-

resolution videos of the subject’s head, torso, and ears

using a commercial smartphone. This video is then used

to create a 3D triangle mesh of the head, upper torso, and

pinnae using a commercially available mesh-generation

software. The mesh is then manually scaled and oriented

to appropriately represent the subject’s head size in prepa-

ration for acoustic simulation. Next, the mesh is refined for

simulation speed and accuracy using finite element soft-

ware, which subsequently runs a BEM acoustic simulation

on the mesh.

A personalized HRTF is then generated from the simu-

lated complex pressure fields over a range of frequencies

and azimuths and the results are stored in the open-source

Spatially Oriented Format for Acoustics (SOFA) conven-

tion [25, 26] for further use.

Finally, the personalized HRTF is evaluated using be-

havioral listening tests on the subject. To evaluate the accu-

racy of the personalized spatial cues captured in the HRTF,

the subject listens through headphones to a short sound

at one of 24 azimuth angles and must indicate the direc-

tion of the sound using a pointer. These listening trials

are performed for three testing conditions: the personalized

HRTF, a generic HRTF, and an open ear case (no head-

phones).

1.1 Participant video
The first step in our 3D HRTF generation pipeline is

to take high quality videos of a subject’s head, torso, and

ears. This can be accomplished with a smartphone that is

capable of capturing 4K videos. In addition to a camera

with sufficient video resolution, a simple uncluttered back-

ground and well-lit area are important for successful video

collection. To control the lighting and background condi-

tions, we set up a portable tent and distributed 10 sets of

florescent lights around the subject.

Participants were provided a tight-fitting wig cap to wear

over their hair to minimize loose hair around the ears and

provide a smooth contour over the head. Stickers with

coded targets were placed around each ear to facilitate

alignment across multiple videos. To ensure proper scal-

ing of the resulting mesh, we attached a calibration scale to

the subject’s forehead.

A total of five short videos are collected as the basis

of the mesh generation: three videos are collected keep-

ing most of the torso and head in the frame head, and two

videos are collected with close-ups of the ears (one per

ear). For the torso videos, the camera person walks slowly

in a circle around the subject, holding the camera approxi-

mately 24 inches from the subject at three different heights:

below the shoulders, even with the ears, and above the ears.

Each height is important to capture the head, torso, and ears

from different angles. Each of the torso videos is approxi-

mately 30 seconds in duration. The two ear videos are col-

lected from a closer position, about 6 inches from the head,

2 Submitted to J. Audio Eng. Soc., 2022 August
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Participant Videos

• Head and torso
• Left ear
• Right ear

Mesh Generation

• Create mesh from video
• Align, scale, and orient
• Refine mesh for 

simulation

HRTF Evaluation

• Behavioral listening tests
• Personalized HRTF, generic 

HRTF, and open ear
• Trials at 24 azimuth angles

HRTF Generation

• Run BEM simulation
• Calculate HRTF from 

pressure field

Fig. 1. Our pipeline for generating a smartphone-derived personalized HRTF. The mesh creation is performed in two main steps (yellow
boxes): taking videos of the participant and generating a mesh from the videos. The HRTF is generated (green box) from an acoustic
BEM simulation performed on the mesh. Finally, the HRTF is evaluated (purple box) via behavioral listening tests performed by the
participant.

and the camera is slowly moved through a range of azimut

and elevation angles for a total duration of 45-60 seconds.
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Fig. 2. Taking high-resolution videos of a subject using a
smartphone.
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tational load. Using a low-density head/torso point cloud

ensures that the overall geometry relating the two ears is

correct (head size, symmetry, and placement of the ears)

while the individual ear point clouds with higher density

yield far more detail on the folds of the pinnae compared

to the full-head video.

Next, we scale and orient the mesh. For this step, we take

a single face-on image from the video that includes a cal-

ibration ruler on the forehead and project this color image

onto the mesh to facilitate appropriately scaling the head.

The mesh is then manually rotated and shifted to center the

ear canals symmetrically along the y-axis with the head

along the positive z-axis and the nose toward the positive

x-axis.

The resulting scaled mesh (the ”Preliminary Mesh” in

Fig. 3) is then exported from Agisoft as a stereolitho-

graphic (STL) file.

1.2.2 Refined mesh
Following the generation of the preliminary mesh, we

use COMSOL© to refine it into a well-defined, final mesh

for the acoustic computations. COMSOL can create vari-

able resolution (element density) across different regions

of a mesh. It takes the preliminary mesh STL file as a ge-

ometry input and re-meshes the geometry with high quality

elements, focusing on smaller, densely-sampled elements

around the pinnae and larger, coarse elements over the head

and torso. Fine-level details of the head and torso regions

have little importance for the HRTF, and so using larger

elements in these regions reduce computational time. Fine-

level details around the pinnae are needed to capture geo-

metric features that inform the HRTF.

The mesh sizing can be set to capture frequency-based

details of the response by ensuring the maximum element

size encompasses the wavelength of the incident frequency.

Although the max element size can be adjusted for each

frequency (thus producing a finer and finer mesh for each

successive frequency up to 16 kilohertz), this adds signifi-

cant computational time. For our purposes, we set the max-

imum element size such that the wavelength at 10 kHz is

encompassed. This ensures that details below 10 kHz are

captured well, which encompass the majority of sounds ex-

perienced by humans, while keeping computational time

efficient. This max element size is used for all frequencies,

168

169

184

185

186

1.2 Generation of a personalized mesh
187

1.2.1 Preliminary mesh 188

Once a suitable video of the subject is collected, we use189

commercial software to build a 3D representation of the190

person’s head and shoulders. For the initial mesh gener-191

ation, we use Agisoft Metashape© Professional. The soft-192

ware uses photogrammetry to triangualate points from193

multiple angles and build a dense cloud of the subject. We194

make use of the five separate videos in order to build a195

multi-resolution point cloud. Approximately 50 images are196

extracted from each torso video to form a relatively low197

density cloud of the head and shoulders. Additionally, ap-198

proximately 150 images are extracted from each ear video199

and we generate much higher-density point clouds for each200

ear. Each point cloud is edited to remove extraneous points201

and the clouds are then merged into a single point cloud us-202

ing the adhesive markers that were placed around the ears203

as alignment reference points. Following the merge, we204

build a preliminary medium-resolution mesh of the head,205

shoulders and pinnae consisting of approximately 500,000206

triangular elements. 207

Merging the close-in ear models with the torso mod-208

els provides a good balance between fidelity of the pinnae209

details, smooth head and torso, and manageable compu-210

Submitted to J. Audio Eng. Soc., 2022 August 3
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thus producing only one mesh. We set the minimum ele-268

ment size to 0.5 millimeters, which is 1/4 of the simulated269

microphone diameter region at each ear canal. This selec-270

tion prevents unnecessarily small elements while still cap-271

turing enough detail over the pinnae geometry. 272

Since the number of elements in a mesh is proportional273

to the computational cost associated with running a BEM274

simulation, it is important to aim for a final mesh that is275

relatively small while preserving the geometrical details276

that inform the HRTF. Following the multi-resolution re-277

finement, our final meshes average approximately 50k ele-278

ments for the BEM simulations, which represents a 10-fold279

reduction in elements compared to the preliminary mesh. 280

Fig. 3 shows an example mesh before and after re-281

finement. The images on the left are from the prelimi-282

nary mesh (Agisoft-generated) and the images on the right283

are from the simulation-ready, refined mesh (COMSOL-284

edited). The preliminary mesh clearly has a significantly285

larger number of elements as compared to the refined mesh.286

The discrepancy in number of elements is largely due to287

the use of small elements throughout the entire preliminary288

mesh, whereas in the refined mesh, the head and torso have289

been represented by coarser elements while the pinnae ele-290

ments remain at the finer scale. The close-up images of the291

ear have been color coded based on a calculated skewness292

metric of the elements, where green suggests low skewness293

(well conditioned for numerical analysis) and red indicates294

high skewness (significant potential for numerical instabil-295

ity). Regions with frequent yellow and red shaded elements296

indicate that the conditions needed for stable and accu-297

rate numerical computations may be violated. The close-298

up view of the left ear on the preliminary mesh shows that299

while the geometry of the ear is accurately represented,300

many of the elements are highly skewed and of low quality.301

Following the mesh refinement, however, the elements ex-302

hibit low skewness as indicated by the predominantly green303

color. This refined mesh has superior quality for stable, ef-

ficient, and accurate numerical computations.
304

The mesh refinement was performed for nine partici-

pants (17 total meshes) in the study. Key properties from
305

the mesh generation are summarized in Table 1.2.2. Close-
306

up images of the pinnae regions of the meshes for three
307

subjects are shown in Fig. 4. These resulting pinnae show
308

some surface imperfections such as extraneous bumps and
309

small features behind the ears, but they generally exhibit
310

smooth, well-defined folds for both ears. Minor residuals
311

from the merging of the torso and ear dense clouds are ap-
312

parent on some of the meshes, manifesting as raised or in-
313

dented plateaus surrounding the ears. The overall unique-
314

ness of each set of ears illustrates how different the geom-

etry can be for each individual’s ears and thus suggests the

importance of personalized models for the HRTFs.

1.3 HRTF simulation
The refined mesh is then used to run an acoustic BEM

simulation in COMSOL from which we calculate the per-

sonalized HRTF. In the mesh, we define two regions to

represent the microphone receiver areas at the approximate
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entrance of the ear canal on either pinna. We use a 2-mm

diameter patch for each region – a size shown to adequately

capture key HRTF details such as nulls in the spectrum in

a previous study [12]. We assign the material ”Air” to the

infinite void surrounding the mesh. The head/torso mesh

is treated as a rigid boundary with no material properties,

allowing the problem to be solved as a pure radiation prob-

lem. This makes the use of BEM particularly efficient.

As commonly done when simulating HRTFs, we use the

reciprocity principle to greatly reduce computational time

and cost in obtaining the full 3D pressure field. The reci-

procity principle states that the source and receiver loca-

tions can be switched in an acoustic problem while still

maintaining the same acoustic response [27, 28]. In this

case, we place the source at the ear canals, while the ”re-

ceiver” is evaluated along a circle (2D) or sphere (3D) at a

specified radial distance from the center of the head. This

approach allows sound characteristics associated from an

arbitrary number of ”receiver” positions to be extracted

from a pair of simulations (one for each ear) at each fre-

quency.

To run the simulation, we create a normal velocity

boundary condition with a velocity of 1 meter per second

on either the left or right ear canal (simulation needs to be

done for both right and left ears). The solver sweeps over

a range of frequencies from 100 hertz to 16 kHz at incre-

ments of 100 Hz. The simulation takes about 1 hour per ear

to run. After the simulation is complete, for each frequency

we extract the complex pressure at 1 degree increments on

the azimuthal plane at a radius of 1 meter from the center

of the head. In order to calculate the HRTFs, we first need

to normalize the output pressure by the input pressure at

the source (ear canal), thus removing the effect from the

source on the output field. Next, the HRTF is calculated

using the SOFA convention [25, 26] as a simple free field

transfer function with a sampling rate of 48 kHz.

1.4 Behavioral listening tests
To evaluate the fidelity of spatial-audio cues incorpo-

rated in the video-derived personal HRTFs, we perform

behavioral sound localization tests. In this task, volunteers

listen to a broadband acoustic stimulus injected at a given

azimuth angle. We use the audio recording of the cock slide

of an AK-47 gun as a sound as the stimulus because of

its military relevance as the sound of a threat signal and

the short duration, broadband characteristic that allows for

good localization under natural hearing conditions [29].

We apply the HRTF to the spectrum of the AK-47 audio

No. participants 9 (5 F / 4 M)

No. images per ear 143 ± 66

Meshes generated per participant 1.9

No. points in dense cloud 1082k ± 331k
No. faces in final mesh 52k 12k±

Table 1. Summary of properties for video collection and mesh
generation. The mean and standard deviation across subjects are
reported, where applicable. The letter k indicates the number in
thousands.

4 Submitted to J. Audio Eng. Soc., 2022 August
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Fig. 3. Example meshes before (left) and after (right) refinement. The detailed insets of the ears show the assessed skewness (a mesh
quality metric) for numerical calculations where green represents sufficient quality for stable calculations and yellow and red indicate
conditions that may lead to instability.

subject 1j

subject 2j

subject 3j

Fig. 4. Resulting ear meshes, after refinement, for three partici-
34

pants. Fine-detailed structure in the pinnae are preserved by this35

approach. 35

recording to impart spatialization cues. For this study, we

limited the stimulus testing angles to the azimuth plane

only at 15 degree increments, at 0 degrees elevation rel-

ative to the listener. The listener is asked to point a sensor

(Polhemus FASTRAK®) in the direction from which they

perceived the sound to originate (Fig. 5).

315

316

317

318

319

320

To benchmark the localization performance, we perform

listening tests for each subject for three different spatial-

ization conditions: open ear, generic HRTF (same for all

subjects), and personalized HRTF. The open-ear condi-

tion serves as the control, allowing each listener to per-

form sound localization using their natural hearing. In

the open ear condition, the stimulus is emitted from one

speaker in a ring of 24 speakers surrounding the listener

with an inter-speaker angle distance of 15 degrees. The ex-

act location of each speaker is obscured by a black cur-

tain. The ring of speakers is approximately 1 meter away

from the subject’s head (for more information, see our

previous work on the experimental setup [29]). The two

HRTF conditions are presented to the listener over head-

phones. For the generic HRTF condition, we chose an av-

erage of many HRTFs known to give good performance

across a broad range of listeners, which was provided by

the Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) [24] and is also

included in the open-source OpenVale software package

(https://gitlab.com/OpenVALE/).

To familiarize the subject with the process, a training

block of 48 trials with the open ear condition is performed

first. Then, for each condition (open ear, generic HRTF,

personalized HRTF), the subject performs 5 blocks of 48

localization trials, for a grand total of 720 trials. Within

a block, the azimuth angles are presented in random or-

der. Between blocks, the order of the three conditions are

randomized. Each behavioral listening session lasts ap-

proximately one hour with short breaks between blocks as

needed. Localization performance is evaluated using two

metrics: 1) the mean angle error (MAE) and 2) percent of

trials with very large errors (VLEs). MAE is calculated as

the mean absolute value of the true versus indicated az-

imuth in degrees (modulo 360 degrees) across all trials for

a condition. A VLE is detected when the absolute value

of the azimuth error is greater than or equal to 45 degrees.

VLEs are reported as the percentage of trials that resulted

in a VLE event for each condition.
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Fig. 5. A subject completes the behavioral listening test by listen-4

ing to a spatialized stimulus and pointing a sensor at the perceived4
direction of arrival.

2 Results 4

4

2.1 HRTF characterization 4

Spatialization cues associated with an HRTF can be4

characterized by the interaural time difference (ITD) and4

interaural level difference (ILD). The ITDs are predomi-4

nantly associated with the distance between the ears (in-4

teraural distance) and these time differences enable a lis-4

tener to distinguish between laterally separated stimuli.4

The ILDs enable localization in elevation, notably allow-4

ing some ability to distinguish between front-back angles4

on an isometric cone where ITDs are equal. Fig. 6 plots (a)4

and (b) show the ITDs and ILDs from the video-derived4

personalized HRTFs for all subjects in the study, as a func-4

tion of azimuthal angle. The ITD responses are very sim-4

ilar across all subjects, with only minor deviations at the4

extreme right and left angles. This is expected since the4

interaural distances are within a few millimeters of each4

other for all subjects. ILDs are shown within three differ-4

ent frequency bands and these spatial cues are seen to have4

more intersubject variability, particularly in the higher fre-4

quency bands. Fig. 6 plots (c) and (d) show the frequency-4

dependent magnitudes of the personalized HRTFs at zero-4

azimuth (straight forward), for the left and right ears of4

each subject in the study. Again, the frequency-dependent4

magnitudes show significant inter-subject variability in-4

cluding slight differences in the frequency and number of4

peaks and nulls. These individual differences in the ILD4

and spectra are thought to contain personalized spatializa-4

tion cues that invoke the individual’s innate cognitive abil-4

ities to distinguish where a sound is coming from. 4

An alternate method for visualizing the HRTF character-4

istics is to plot the magnitude as a function of azimuth an-4

gle and frequency. Examples of these 2D plots are shown in4

Fig. 7 for the generic HRTF (left) and one subject’s person-4

alized HRTF (right). While there are coarse similarities be-4

tween the generic and personalized HRTFs, this view illus-4

trates that there are distinct characteristics in a personalized4

HRTF, such as the dominant frequency bands at a given an-4

gle and subtle patterns of high-frequency peaks and nulls4

that are shaped by the details of the individual’s pinnae.4

While asymmetry is not common, the 3D video method for4

personalized HRTFs also allows any asymmetries that may4
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exist between the left and right pinnae to be translated into

the HRTF model.

2.2 Behavioral listening tests
Behavioral data from three representative subjects is

compiled in Fig. 8. Each plot shows the azimuth angle

where the subject estimated the stimulus to originate as a

function of the azimuth angle where the stimulus was de-

signed to originate. For the open ear condition, this latter

angle, labeled ”Actual Azimuth” in the plots, refers to the

angle of the one speaker in the 24-speaker ring that played

the stimulus. For the two HRTF conditions, the HRTF at

that angle was extracted and applied to the stimuli to im-

part distinct spatial cues. In all three conditions, this az-

imuth angle varied from 0 to 360 degrees in 15 degree in-

crements. The estimated azimuth is reported to 0.1 degrees

in accordance with the accuracy of the Polhemus tracker

subjects used to point in the direction they perceived the

stimulus to originate.

The dark gray line along y=x in each plot mark perfect

responses where the estimated angle matches the designed

stimulus angle of origin. The dashed gray lines mark re-

sponses where the subject committed front-back errors and

mistakenly perceived the sound to originate in front of

them when it actually was designed to originate behind

them or vice versa. Each plot presents data from all 720

trails the subject completed, which are subdivided into the

three independent conditions. Individual differences were

noted with some subjects showing improved performance

using the generic HRTF over the personalized HRTF, oth-

ers showing moderate performance with both, and others

who performed better using the personalized HRTF over

the generic HRTF.

Results of the behavioral tests for a total of 17 ses-

sions conducted on 9 distinct individuals are shown for the

three conditions (open ear, generic HRTF, and personalized

HRTF) in Fig. 9. The overall mean angle error (MAE) and

standard error are summarized in the left panel, where each

dot represents the MAE from one session and the size of

the dot indicates the relative standard error within that ses-

sion. As expected, MAEs are lowest when the sounds are

played through the sound ring and received at an open ear.

The mean azimuth errors in this control case are approx-

imately 10◦ with very low standard error across subjects.

This performance is consistent with open ear localization

performance from other studies. When localizing a sound

with the generic HRTF, the MAE increases to 18.2◦ and is

highly dependent on the subject with a inter-subject stan-

dard deviation of 8.7◦. When localizing a sound with the

personalized HRTF, the resulting MAE = 18.5◦ is com-

parable to the generic HRTF condition, but performance

is far more consistent across subjects with an inter-subject

standard error of 5.4◦. The reduced variability across sub-

jects suggests the pipeline developed in this project (top

right panel) produces a consistent quality of auditory cues

for each individual. While the localization performance for

the personalized HRTF based on the smart phone does not

achieve performance of the open ear condition, Fig. 9b
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Fig. 6. Overlaid HRTF characteristics for the nine unique participants that make up the dataset. (a) ITDs, (b) ILDs in three audible
frequency bands, and spectral magnitude plots for a zero-azimuth (forward) sound arriving at the (c) right and (d) left ear.

shows the that the MAE when VLEs are removed is compa-481

rable for all three conditions. The VLEs are typically rep-482

resentative of front-back reversal errors – a challenging er-483

ror to overcome and common with most hearing protection484

devices. Fig. 9c shows the percent of trials resulting in a485

VLE for each subject and each condition. Approximately486

half of the subject sessions (9 out of 17) exhibited fewer487

VLEs using their personalized HRTF versus the generic488

HRTF. Even though some subjects do not experience im-489

proved VLEs with the personalized versus generic HRTF, it490

is encouraging that inter-subject variability is substantially491

reduced with the personalized HRTF, yielding consistent492

front-back errors across the full cohort. This suggests that493

any further improvements to the 3D modeling and HRTF494

generation pipeline has the potential to improve localiza-

tion performance for all subjects.

2.3 Commercially-acquired personalized HRTF 495

To address the question of how our methodology com-496

pares against similar approaches in industry, we sent smart-497

phone videos for three of our subjects to Genelec® Aural498

ID, a commercially-available service that advertises a sim-499

ilar methodology of using a smartphone video to derive a500

personalized HRTF [30]. We received Genelec® personal-501
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475

476

477

478

479

480

ized HRTFs for three subjects in our study and repeated the

behavioral localization tests to perform a direct comparison

between the commercially produced personalized HRTF

and our personalized HRTF. Localization performance for

both personalized HRTFs was very comparable across the

three subjects; one subject’s result is shown in Fig. 10. The

MAE across these trials was 18.9◦ ± 8.3 for the commer-

cial HRTFs and 18.3◦ ± 6.8 for our HRTFs. Similarly, the

percentage of trials resulting in VLEs was comparable with

8.8% ± 9.0 for the commercial HRTFs and 8.3% ± 6.9 for

our HRTFs. For both metrics, we observed a slightly lower

variability for our HRTFs than for the commercial HRTFs,

while the mean performance for the two sources of person-

alized HRTFs was nearly identical.

3 Discussion

In this study, we generated video-derived, personalized

HRTFs and evaluated localization accuracy through behav-

ioral testing. Results from the study reveal several interest-

ing findings. We now discuss these findings, address lim-

itations in our current method, and discuss potential areas

for future work.
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Fig. 7. Example magnitude plots for the generic HRTF (left) and one subject’s personalized HRTF (right).

502 3.1 Findings from behavioral testing 54

3 Behavioral testing allows the full pipeline of Fig. 1 to54

4 be evaluated by human listeners at a system level. The lo-54

5 calization performance results may be influenced by many54

6 factors including the video acquisition, mesh generation,54

7 simulation or the individual’s cognitive ability to identify a54

8 sound source. We discuss possible dependencies on some54

9 of these factors here, beginning by considering qualitative54

0 inspections of the video-derived meshes. 54

1 Close-up images of the mesh pinnae for three of the nine55

2 subjects are shown in Fig. 4. Subjectively assessing the55

structure of the ears, the detailed folds of the pinnae appear553

4 to be smooth and well-defined; however, some structural55

5 defects are seen at the periphery such as bumpiness along55

6 the transition from the face to the ears, extraneous features55

behind the ears, or nonzero inset/offset of the ears into the557

8 head. These defects arise from factors such as low-light or55

9 shadowed regions behind the ears, sideburns or facial hair55

0 near the ears as captured in the video, and mis-alignment55

1 when combining the dense clouds from the ears with the56

2 head and torso. While noticeable to the eye, these mesh56

3 defects do not appear to hinder the performance associated56

4 with the HRTF. For example, subject 3 performs excep-56

5 tionally well on the personalized HRTF with less than 1%56

6 VLEs, close to the average performance for open ear, as56

shown in Fig. 8(c), even though this subject has noticeable567

8 bumps in the mesh region behind their ears as shown in56

9 Fig. 4. Similarly, Subject 1 has a few extraneous features56

0 behind the ears as well as a small inset of the left ear rel-56

1 ative to the head and some bumps in front of the left ear57

2 from facial hair and wearing a mask, yet their performance57

3 on the personalized HRTF is also better than average (2.5%57

574 VLEs compared to an average of 7% VLEs). Due to the

5 small sample size here, we can only show anecdotal evi-57

of this seen576 dence hypothesis that the minor imperfections
577 in the video-derived meshes are not limiting the perfor-

8 mance. Further examination with many more subjects is57

9 needed to truly understand how the pinnae mesh quality57

0 impacts HRTF performance. 57
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Next, we consider the influence of spectral HRTF char-

acteristics on the behavioral tests. As illustrated by the ILD

and spectral magnitude plots of Fig. 6, the personalized

HRTFs show significant variability between subjects indi-

cating that each individual is presented with unique spa-

tialization cues for determining sound directionality. This

diversity of HRTF spectral characteristics highlights the

potential value of employing personalized HRTFs. Simi-

larly, we observe high variability in the localization per-

formance across subjects during behavioral testing. Fig.

8 shows the wide range of localization performance for

three subjects assessing sounds produced with a generic

HRTF where a common representation of the spatializa-

tion cues is presented to everyone. Two subjects perform

relatively well with the generic HRTF (≤ 5.0% VLEs), but

Subject 1 has dramatically worse performance with nearly

20% VLEs compared to an average of 7% VLEs. Each

subject also assesses localization using their personalized

HRTF and we observe much lower variability under the

personalized condition (all less than 5% VLEs) for these

three subjects. This example demonstrates that while some

people have the ability to achieve reasonable localization

performance with a generic HRTF, other subjects are un-

able to adjust to the generic spatial cues, making it difficult

to rely on a generic HRTF being sufficient for everyone.

Thus, a reasonable strategy to assume when localization

performance is important might be to generate personal-

ized HRTFs from a smartphone video and allowing each

subject to make their own choice between the personalized

or generic HRTF.

Next, we delve further into the details of the violin plots

of Fig. 9, which summarize the localization error results

for all 17 testing sessions and reveal several key findings

from our study. Eight of the nine subjects performed two

listening sessions with two separate personalized HRTFs,

for a total of 17 testing sessions. In Fig. 9(a), the MAE

for the open ear condition shows that all subjects have

very low MAE (average around 10◦); this is the “ideal”

case that all HRTFs strive to match. Neither the generic or
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Fig. 8. Azimuth scatter plots for a) a subject who performs well with the personalized HRTF and poorly for the generic HRTF; b) two
subjects that perform similarly with the generalized and personalized HRTFs.

personalized HRTFs approach the level of accuracy as the6

open ear case, with MAE averaging around 18◦ for both6

and much larger variability than the generic case. However,6

the variability (i.e., the vertical span of the shaded area) of6

the personalized HRTF is significantly tighter than for the6

generic HRTF. The high variability for the generic HRTF6

indicates that it is very unpredictable how an individual6

will perform with it, whereas the tighter variability for the6

personalized HRTFs suggests that it is more likely that a6

subject will perform closer to average with a personalized6

HRTF. This work was focused on generating a straight-6

forward pipeline to produce personalized HRTFs. If this6

pipeline was improved by optimizing HRTF performance-6

related variables throughout the process, we would expect6

the process-related improvements to reduce the mean and,6

assuming that the low variability is preserved, such im-6

provements could translate to better localization perfor-6

mance for all listeners. 6

In Fig. 9(b), we remove VLEs from the calculation of6

MAE for each testing session. The resulting violin plot6

shows a significantly lower average MAE for the generic6

and personalized HRTFs at around 12.5◦ for both. Also,6

variability for the generic and personalized HRTFs are6

now very similar and much tighter than in (a). This re-6

veals something important: VLEs are the main drivers of6

the overall MAE for both HRTFs. This means that stimuli6

at large angle differences, such as front-back stimuli, are6

more difficult to distinguish with an HRTF than with open6

ear. This is seen also in Fig. 8; most angle errors occur6

along the dotted lines (front and back angles). Being able6

to determine whether a sound or threat is coming from in

front of or behind you is critical in a scenario such as a mili-
6

tary setting. Small angle errors might not be as problematic

operationally since a person has other senses to fine tune
6

directionality. Thus, reducing VLEs with HRTFs is critical
6

to improve their utility. The result in Fig. 9(b) also corrob-
6

orates the findings of the ITDs and ILDs. That is, the ITDs
6
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are very similar across subjects but the ILDs are variable,

translating to the subjects performing similarly across az-

imuth but differently in elevation (front-back). This is ex-

actly what we observe from the behavioral tests.

Fig. 9(c) explicitly shows the percentage of VLEs for

each scenario. There are virtually no VLEs for the open

ear tests. Again, the generic and personalized HRTFs have

the same average VLEs (around 7%), but the personalized

HRTFs show significantly reduced variability compared to

the generic HRTF. For our subjects, the highest percent

VLE in the generic case was almost 25%, but it was only

half that at 12% for the personalized case. This shows that

a subject using a personalized HRTF is much more likely

to have lower VLEs, such as operationally critical front-

back errors, than a generic HRTF. This highlights the value

of these personalized HRTFs.

In order to see how our HRTFs compare to a those from

a current commercial source, we sent the videos for three of

our subjects to a company which produces video-generated

personalized HRTFs. These three subjects performed be-

havioral testing sessions with both our pipeline-generated

HRTF and the commercial HRTF. All three subjects per-

formed very similarly with our pipeline-generated HRTF

and the commercial HRTF. The results for one subject are

shown in Fig. 10. In this case, the VLEs are equal for both

HRTFs. This indicates that our pipeline-generated HRTFs

are at least as accurate as current commercially-available

HRTFs. If our pipeline was improved, our personalized

HRTFs may produce HRTFs with higher accuracy over the

current state-of-the-art.

3.2 Current limitations and future directions
Our current pipeline has certain limitations that could be

improved upon to produce HRTFs with higher accuracy.

We are not currently able to acquire anechoic, acoustically-

measured HRTFs in our laboratory for each subject to

compare with our video-derived HRTFs. Acoustically-
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Fig. 10. One subject’s performance comparison of two personal-6

ized HRTFs derived from the same set of videos. The two HRTFs
6

are our pipeline-derived HRTF and a personalized HRTF acquired
from a commercial source. The scatter plot of the behavioral lo-

6

calization results for the subject shows comparable localization6

performance for the personalized HRTFs. This result was also6

seen for two other subjects. 6

measured HRTFs are currently thought to produce the most69

accurate HRTF for a certain subject, so a comparison with69

acoustically-measured HRTFs could reveal more about the69

quality of our personalized HRTFs. Follow-on work at a69

facility with this capability is in progress, to compare our69

video setup with an acoustically-measured HRTF. We did69

not employ a headphone-correction transfer function of69

any kind, but chose headphones with a relatively flat fre-69

quency response out to 16 kHz.
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Another current limitation of our pipeline is that we only

have performed behavioral tests in the azimuth plane. As-

sessing our HRTFs by varying elevation would provide a

more complete picture of the quality of our personalized

HRTFs. In particular, observing their accuracy for large an-

gle errors in directions other than front-back (such as up-

down) would be important. A future direction for this work

would be to perform 3D behavioral testing using Open-

VALE software [24] in virtual reality.

One interesting feature we observed from our behavioral

testing was high variability in performance between ses-

sions for the same subject on the same generic HRTF. This

indicates that there could be confounding variables in the

test setting itself that limit the repeatably of how well a

person can localize a sound. For example, how tired a per-

son is, what time of day the test is taken, testing fatigue,

or other environmental factors may produce quite differ-

ent results between testing sessions for the same HRTF

and person. This limitation actually inhibited our ability

to compare potential correlations between pipeline vari-

ables and a person’s performance on a personalized HRTF.

We attempted to correlate, for example, the torso length in

a mesh to a person’s performance on its resulting HRTF.

This is why eight subjects performed two testing sessions:

for each subject, two personalized HRTFs were generated

for meshes where torso length was the only difference be-

tween them. We were not able to find a clear correlation,

and it could be because of the environmental factors affect-

ing performance between testing sessions.

There are several factors in our pipeline which may sig-

nificantly affect the accuracy of an HRTF. In the video tak-

ing process, these could include average and standard de-

viation of the image quality, length of videos, lighting and

shadows, and sweep angle for the ears. In the mesh gen-

eration process, these could include number of tie points,

dense cloud size for the torso and ears, length of torso

present, final number of elements, minimum and maximum

element size, mesh smoothness, pinna definition, and extra-
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